COMPLETE IGNITION SOLUTIONS

PISTON ENGINES | TURBINE ENGINES

The World Leader in Aerospace Ignition Systems
ChampionAerospace.com
Guided by our proud legacy, driven to future innovation.

Over 75 years of dedicated support to you and your aircraft.

- Original OEM Pumps
- New & Factory Overhauls
- Single & Two-Speed Pumps
- Direct Replacements for Weldon & Dukes
- Precision Engineered

640 Golden Oak Parkway / Oakwood Village, Ohio 44146, U.S.A
Ph: 440.232.2282 / WeldonPumps.com
FAA Repair Station No.: 2WPR261B
EASA.145.6706

CMI/Bendix Magneto Overhaul
Slick and CMI/Bendix PMA Replacement Parts and Overhaul Kits
Slick Magneto Overhaul

500 Hour Inspection and Certification Service
Ignition Harness Solutions

Kelly Aerospace
Energy Systems

1400 E. South Boulevard
Montgomery, AL 36116
Ph. 334.286.8551
KellyAerospace.com
WHICH MICHELIN® TIRE IS RIGHT FOR YOUR AIRCRAFT?

NEW! MICHELIN® PILOT® HIGH PERFORMANCE BIAS TIRE
The all-new MICHELIN PILOT high performance bias tire is designed to be the best tire money can buy for propeller driven aircraft. It offers highly-durable rubber compounds and up to 21% deeper skid depth than a leading competitor’s tires* to help provide more landings. It also includes Aramid belts for exceptional strength and durability, and many other state-of-the-art features.

MICHELIN AIR® BIAS TIRE
The MICHELIN AIR bias tire offers outstanding value, delivering MICHELIN quality at an excellent price. It is designed for a long tire life and includes many advanced features like ozone protection, outstanding stability, exceptional balance and more.

MICHELIN AIR X® RADIAL TIRE
Michelin created the first aircraft radial tire and today, our MICHELIN AIR X radial tire continues to lead the way. The strong yet flexible casing design is engineered to help you achieve more landings, while its lighter weight design (compared to bias tires) can result in measurable fuel savings. Michelin’s exclusive NZG technology also helps provide extra resistance to FOD damage.

aircraft.michelin.com

* Based on actual sidewall indications for skid depth of 15.00 x 6-6 ply tire size (required by FAA regulations) comparing a MICHELIN Pilot bias tire and a Goodyear Flight Custom II bias tire. Comparison made in May, 2018. Copyright © 2018 Michelin North America, Inc. All rights reserved. The Michelin Man is a registered trademark owned by Michelin North America, Inc.
DIRECT REPLACEMENT AIRCRAFT PANEL FASTENER & TRIM SCREW KITS

Cloc 1/4-turn Panel Fastener Conversion Kits + (FAA/PMA TSO-C148)
Cessna-Piper- Beech- Vans RV
Available through Aircraft Spruce!

www.skybolt.com • 800-223-1963
Rapco, Inc. can help you reduce maintenance costs...this is good for you and your customer. With the impact fuel prices have had on general aviation flying, and the resulting impact on maintenance facilities, everyone needs to find a way to decrease their operating costs, without sacrificing quality or safety. Rapco can help.

All Rapco parts are FAA-Approved, warranted better than the OEM, to save you and your customers money. Call now to see how we can help you - 1-800-527-2726

Visit: www.rapcoinc.com
for product information, application guides and distributor information.

www.rapcoinc.com

Please visit www.aircraftspruce.com/upsexpands.html for Alaska shipping promotion
Surpassing others in starting power, energy efficiency, and performance reliability, PowerFlite™ is the leading influence in engine starter/alternator innovation. PowerFlite starters can reduce current draw by up to 20% compared with other brands. Plus, PowerFlite starters are designed with aerospace quality brushes for longer life, a proprietary ball bearing design for less internal friction and heat, and a newly designed, field-wound electric motor. Pair these with our FAA/PMA-approved PowerFlite alternators and you’ll agree: PowerFlite is engineered to lead. All others can do is follow.

www.tempestaero.com • 800.822.3200
Quality, Innovation and Performance from the Brands you Trust.

- Spark Plugs
- Oil Filters
- Dry Air Pumps
- Regulators and Manifold Valves
- Pneumatic Filters and Fittings

- Temperature Probes
- Instruments
- Test Equipment

- Carburetors
- Replacement Components

- RSA Fuel Injection Systems
- Replacement Components

- Starters
- Alternators
Engineered to Make Life Easier

How does Tempest® recommend getting an oil filter unstuck? Easy. By introducing the industry's first “non-sticking” easy spin-off oil filter. Engineered from the “base” up, our new SPIN-EZ™ oil filters are the only filters whose base seals are applied with a proprietary baked-on lubricant. This unique compound assures a dry rubber-to-metal interface when the filter is tightened, and stays in place when the filter is removed. (A few more ft-lbs of torque and the filter easily spins off.) No more oil-soaked rags. No more stabbed cans. No more filter wrenches or special tools. Life is easier now that Tempest SPIN-EZ oil filters are on the market. The only thing stuck is the competition.

www.tempestplus.com
800.822.3200
The Better Performing Sealed Lead-Acid Battery

Upgrade to the Next Generation of Lead-Acid Technology!

- TSO Authorized
- DO-160E Tested
- Sealed, VRLA, Non-Spillable
- 18 Month/1800 Hour Capacity Check Inspection
- 2 Year Warranty
- FAA-PMA
- EASA

INNOVATION
Smart Birds like...

- Flying, Flying, Flying
- Learning to fly better
- Reading about flying

General Aviation News prints stories you can relate to ... no Gulfstreams or Learjets here. If loyal, long-term advertisers like Aircraft Spruce & Specialty, and its owners the Irwin family, read General Aviation News, shouldn’t you?

Call (800) 426-8538 and ask for the “Spruce Special,” 7 free issues to try out. Like it, and get 24 more (two per month) for just $29.95.

GeneralAviationNews.com/Spruce

PHENOMENAL CESSNA INFORMATION FOR OWNERS & PILOTS.

For only $44 a year, you’ll get incredible Cessna-specific articles and tips every month in print and digital editions, along with our friendly technical support, online forums, members-only classifieds and services directory, discounts and much more.

626-844-0125 | CessnaFlyer.org

Join today for just $44 and you’ll receive the best monthly Piper-specific print and digital magazines along with free parts locating, members-only classifieds and online forums, great technical support, discounts and much more.

626-844-0125 | PiperFlyer.org
WHEN RELIABILITY MATTERS...

H3R Aviation

QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST!

HALON 1211 FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

- Pressure gauge allows easy confirmation of charge
- Long the choice of major airframe manufacturers
- Key components made of aluminum (not plastic)
- Long service life (rechargeable)
- Made with pride in the USA
- Meets NFPA and DOT requirements
- Contains Halon recycled to ASTM and ISO standards
- FAA-accepted per AC 20-42D*

*Restrictions may apply

Learn more at www.H3Raviation.com or contact us at 800-249-4289 | h3rinfo@h3raviation.com

Wheelen

TRUSTED TO PERFORM™

Parmetheus Plus™ Series
Super-LED® PAR-36 & PAR-46 “drop-in” replacement lights.
PMA Approved

CHROMA™ Series
LED plug and play position light.
FAA Approvals Pending

Orion™ Series
LED position & anti-collision light assemblies.
Not applicable to OR600 model. STC Approved

WhelenENG

Whelen.com
Join more than 200,000 of your peers who are as passionate about airplanes as you.

EAA member benefits include:
> Monthly subscription to EAA Sport Aviation magazine.
> FREE access to more than 400 museums worldwide, including ours.
> Build relationships with members at nearly 900 local EAA chapters.
> Info and resources available for pilots, builders, and aviation enthusiasts.

Visit EAA.org/Join or call us at 800-564-6322.
Become a better, safer, more informed pilot.

FLY WITH AOPA

Join today at aopa.org/join

or contact us at 800-872-2672
buy
sell
fly

for 80 years

Trade-A-Plane®

888-685-4874
FLYING IS EASIER WITH CONCORDE

Selected by airframe manufacturers around the world, Concorde’s RG® Series of sealed lead acid batteries are the first choice for their performance, reliability, durability and sustained power in operating conditions from -40° to 71°C.

CONCORDE BATTERY CORPORATION

626.813.1234 | ISO 9001 + AS9100 | WWW.CONCORDEBATTERY.COM

Concorde Batteries

Upper SunBeacon II (Red)

Pulsar NSP (sold as a pair) – NAV/ACS

SunTail ACS/POS

SunSpot 36LX landing light

- TSO approved Pulsar NS series, SunTail and SunBeacon II
- No power supply required
- PMA and STC approved PAR 36, 46 and 64 landing and taxi lights
- SunSpot HX Series includes built-in "wig-wag" or "pulse" feature

AERO LEDS

www.AeroLEDs.com
t 208.850.3294 f 208.246.0552
sales@AeroLEDs.com

SAFETY OF FLIGHT DESIGNS
LESS DRAG • LESS DRAW

RG-24-15M
RG-380E/44
RG-35AXC
RG-25
RG12-LSA
RG24-12
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANR Headset</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="ANR Headset" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Headset</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Passive Headset" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Cadet Headsets</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Child Cadet Headsets" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Place Stereo Intercom</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="4 Place Stereo Intercom" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Place Intercom</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="2 Place Intercom" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultralight Adapters</td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Ultralight Adapters" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bose X (6 Pin Lemo) to GA Adapter</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Bose X Adapter" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoPro HERO3/4/5 Audio Recorder Headset Adapter</td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="GoPro Adapter" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pilot Communications USA**

70 Maxwell | Irvine, CA 92618 | (949) 748-8880 | info@pilot-usa.com

[www.pilot-usa.com](http://www.pilot-usa.com)
GTX 345.
The all-in-one ADS-B solution that fits your panel.
The Garmin GTX 345 series of transponders. ADS-B Out and optional WAAS position source and ADS-B In for weather and traffic. Displays on select Garmin avionics, portables and tablets using Garmin Pilot™ and ForeFlight Mobile. And the same footprint as most existing transponders. Learn more at Garmin.com/ADS-B.
ALL THE TRAFFIC, WEATHER AND ENTERTAINMENT YOU WANT, IN A SINGLE, PORTABLE BOX.

GDL™ 52

PORTABLE RECEIVER  SYNTHETIC VISION  ADVANCED SXM® WEATHER  SIRIUS XM® MUSIC  ADS-B TRAFFIC  PATENTED TARGETTREND™ TRAFFIC DISPLAY

$200 SXM REBATE
SEE GARMIN.COM/GDL52

© 2019 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries. Subscription required.
WHEN YOU’RE BUILDING YOUR PERFECT PANEL,

DOUBLE DOWN WITH TXi.
YOU ALREADY HAVE ADS-B “IN.” GET ADS-B “OUT” WITH A GTX 335 FOR $2,995¹, AND GET A MORE COMPLETE PICTURE OF THE TRAFFIC AROUND YOU.

Meet the requirements for ADS-B “Out” and unlock TIS-B ground station information with a single, affordable solution². The Garmin GTX 335 ADS-B transponder with built-in WAAS position source. See. And be seen. [Garmin.com/GTX335](https://www.garmin.com/GTX335)

¹MSRP
²Promotional pricing available on orders placed before Dec. 29, 2017. See your Garmin Authorized Dealer for details.
©2017 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries.
For men of a different mettle.
Major Dan Rooney | Folds of Honor founder, fighter pilot & PGA golfer

Major Dan Rooney is a Garmin Ambassador. ©2017 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries.

D2 Charlie Aviator Watch
- GPS NAVIGATION
- RICH MOVING MAP
- ADVANCED WEATHER DISPLAY
- GARMIN.COM/D2CHARLIE

Major Dan Rooney is a Garmin Ambassador. ©2017 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries.
An opportunity like this only comes along once an airplane.
(Unless you add a second as your HSI).

G5 Electronic Flight Instrument with optional autopilot capability for your experimental or LSA. Or integrated backup to complete your G3X® or G3X® Touch system.
Learn more at Garmin.com/experimental.

©2016 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries
A LOT HAS CHANGED IN THE 25 YEARS SINCE WE INVENTED PORTABLE GPS NAVIGATION, INCLUDING PORTABLE GPS NAVIGATION.

Introducing aera 660. Garmin.com/aera

©2016 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries
Attitude awareness you can bank on.

G5 electronic flight instrument for certificated aircraft.
Exceptional performance and reliability as a standalone primary attitude indicator or turn coordinator. Plus airspeed and altitude for enhanced situational awareness.

Garmin.com/Aviation

©2016 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries
Most preferred
Most awarded

Lightspeed Aviation has received more top honors over the past 10 years than any other headset company and Zulu was preferred 3:1 over Bose by professional pilots that have flown with both. Find out why at LightspeedAviation.com/Excellence
Pair the RCA2610 Digital Horizon with the new RCA1510 Digital Heading Indicator for the Perfect Match.

Both the RCA2610 and the new RCA1510 are FAA Certified and designed as direct replacements for your mechanical gyro instruments. They are totally self-contained and fit in standard panel cut-outs. With no moving parts to wear out, the RCA2610 and the RCA1510 will give years of dependable service.

The RCA1510 is our latest addition to our digital lineup. It combines data from its own internal magnetometer and GPS receiver for a more stable and accurate heading reading. This eliminates the need to “cage” or “zero” the instrument.
Happy pilots.
Happy passengers.

There’s an ongoing power struggle on most aircraft today – not enough power for all the electronic devices pilots and passengers bring on board. The solution is True Blue Power® USB charging ports and the MD93 digital clock / USB charger. These next-generation cabin and cockpit power sources are small, economical and easy to install. They enable nonstop entertainment and business productivity on the fly.

Learn more   truebluepowerusa.com

*See limited lifetime warranty document for details. Consequential damages are not covered.
SkyView HDX is the flagship SkyView system from Dynon, the market leaders in experimental and light sport avionics. SkyView HDX features improved displays, beautiful design, unrivaled control ergonomics, and an upgraded touch interface.

www.dynonavionics.com

YOUR BEST LAST CHANCE

EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER (ELTs)
PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACONS (PLBs)

www.artex.com
NEW A25 Series

Powerful NAV/COM Air Band Portable with Built-in GPS & Bluetooth®

Contact Aircraft Spruce Today

Follow us today.

www.icomamerica.com/A25

©2018 Icom America Inc. The Icom logo is a registered logo of Icom Inc. 42594

*Built-in Bluetooth for A25N
PMA7000B and PMA7000BT
- Available with or without Bluetooth® wireless connectivity
- 6-Place IntelliVox® Hi-Fi Stereo Intercom with muting
- Split Mode transmit capability for pilot and copilot
- 4 - unswitched unmuted inputs for additional aural alerts

PMA8000G with flightmate®
- IntelliAudio® True Dimensional Sound for clear com reception
- flightmate® Pilot Recordable Audio Alerts and Messages
- Bluetooth® for Wireless Telephone and Music Streaming
- Continuous 10 watts of charging power from USB port

The PMA450B with Dual Bluetooth®
- IntelliAudio® True Dimensional Sound for clear com reception
- flightmate® Pilot Recordable Audio Alerts and Messages
- Bluetooth® for Phone, Streaming, and Recording
- Continuous 15 watts of charging power from USB-C port

Introducing Our Full Selection of Air Band Transceivers

FTA-750L
- ILS Navigation (Localizer & Glide Slope)
- VOR Navigation
- Integrated 66 Channel GPS Receiver
- 1.7" x 1.7" Full-Dot Matrix Display
- 800 mW Loud Audio

FTA-550 AA/FTA-550L
- ILS Navigation (Localizer)
- VOR Navigation
- 1.7" x 1.7" Full-Dot Matrix Display
- 800 mW Loud Audio

FTA-450L
- 1.7" x 1.7" Full-Dot Matrix Display
- 800 mW Loud Audio
- 200 Memory Channels
- PC Programmable

FTA-250L
- Ultra Compact Body
- 700 mW Loud Audio
- Noise Canceling – TX and RX Audio
- 250 Memory Channels

(800) 767-2450  www.yaesu.com/airband
YOUR LOW-COST, LONG-TERM ADS-B SOLUTION

Stratus transponders provide a certified ADS-B solution you can trust today - and well beyond 2020. Like all Stratus products, our 1090 ES transponders were designed to be simple to install and easy to use.

Comply with the 2020 mandate by replacing your old transponder, and get an upgrade that feels like an upgrade.

STRATUS ES
¬ Pair with your WAAS GPS Navigator

STRATUS ESG
¬ Includes built-in WAAS GPS
JPI - EASY TO CUSTOMIZE

If you buy an instrument without considering JPI that will be too bad for both of us

EDM-930
Certified Primary, One Screen with 30 Functions. Records engine data and location. With the 930 on board, you can remove all of your old engine gauges and open up valuable panel space. 6.0” X 5.1”

EDM-900
Certified Primary, One Screen. Fits in a standard 3” hole. Over 30 Functions. Records flight data. The EDM900 can be placed vertically or horizontally. Compact size fits any panel 4.8” X 3.5” with 3” Mount

EDM-960 TWIN
Certified as Primary, replace your steam gauge instruments. One Screen, 30 functions per engine. Pre-wired harness. Only 3 wires engine to instrument. Logs all engine data. Includes fuel flow. 6.0” X 5.1”

EDM-830
The EDM-830 is an advisory instrument with all the functions of the JPI primary instruments. 3” mount is offset to allow a vertical or horizontal fit in any panel. User can customize readout display. 3” X 4”

FS-450
Fuel Flow Stand Alone with Turbine FF Transducer. 2.25

EDM-790 TWIN

KNOW BEFORE IT HAPPENS

SALES: 1-800-345-4574 | 714-557-3805 | FAX: 714-557-9840
www.jpinstruments.com